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PHOTOS FROM ANNUAL MEETING-

Illustration 3: Traci Ross receives the 

Traveling Trophy for her outstanding work 

in 4H  

Illustration 2: Steve Saner with a classic Estes  

kit he recently purchased and the beginnings 

of his new rocket and  altitude challenge, 

15,000 feet

Illustration 1: Winter Projects: L, 

John Palmer's Mercury Atlas, R, 

Duane Lanterman's Air 

Commander

Illustration 4: Steve Saner, Evan Beckman, Traci Ross 

study meeting agenda

Illustration 5: John Palmer, Luke Dyson, and Glenn 

Duran @ meeting

Illustration 6: Just a few of the beautiful 

rockets in the Palmer home



KOSMO and THE NARAM 58 CONNECTION
BY STEVE SANER

The National Association of Rocketry's 58th Annual Meet (NARAM 58) will be held next July23-29 

near Walnut Grove, MO. John Buckley of the St. Louis Rocketry Association (SLRA) is going to be the 

Contest Manager for this event and is in charge of organizing the event.  The event is sponsored by a  

consortium of organizations, St. Louis Rocketry Association, Kansas City Association of Rocketry,  

Kansas Organization  for SpaceModeling, Launch Crue, and the Teeniemunde Rocket Club. 

The primary need for KOSMO participation will be helping to run the sport launch range during the 

week of NARAM. Other things may come up as time goes on. If you are interested in helping or just  

following the discussion an E-Mail list has been set up for this event. You may subscribe to this 

mailing list by going to the following web site:

http://lists.kosmo427.org/mailman/listinfo/naram58

Please note that subscription to this list is a two-step process. You will need to enter your E-mail 

address  and a password and click the “Subscribe” button.  This will  cause a confirmation E-mail 

message to be sent to you. There will be a link in that E-mail message that you will need to click to 

confirm your subscription. When you have finished that, you will receive another E-mail message 

with information about how to post a message and how to remove yourself from the list if you wish.  

Once subscribed, you may also go to the above website address and view the list archives to catch 

up with what has already been discussed. 

A web site for NARAM 58 is being built. KOSMO member Steve Saner has agreed to help in that 

effort. You can get to the web site by going to the following address http://www.naram.org/

There is some very basic information there now and more will be coming soon.

So please put this event on your calendar and consider joining the E-mail list and helping. At this 

point you do not need to make any particular commitment. This is, however, an opportunity to 

participate in a national NAR event. 

OPPORTUNITY TO CHECK OUT NARAM 58 SITE/EQUIPMENT

Blake Goddard of KCAR has informed us that  the Teeniemunde group in  Walnut  Grove,  Mo.  is  

having a launch the weekend of May 21-22 and would like members of KCAR and KOSMO to join 

them.  This would give members a  chance to get to know each others  equipment and the field prior  

to NARAM the end of July.  If you would like to participate you can respond to the announcement 

on  KOSMO's list and indicate your interest. Car pooling would be  the way to go as it is a long drive 

for all of us.  We can discuss this at our Springfest launch also.

http://lists.kosmo427.org/mailman/listinfo/naram58
http://www.naram.org/


PREVIEW OF KRAMO 36- 

                              ANNUAL REGIONAL CONTEST 
BY STEVE SANER, KOSMO CONTEST DIRECTOR

KRAMO 36 will be a NAR sanctioned regional meet. The competition is open to 
anyone who wishes to participate. We will be following official NAR rules for 
each competitive class.  Ribbons and Subway gift cards will be presented for 
each class as well as an overall trophy. Sport flying of Class 1 rockets that can 
be reasonably be recovered in the launch area will also be allowed each day.

OFFICIAL NAR COMPETITIVE EVENTS -

• OPEN SPOT LANDING

• PREDICTED DURATION

• “B” EGGLOFT DURATION

• “1/2A”  SUPER-ROC DURATION

• “1/2A” HELICOPTER DURATION

• “A” BOOST GLIDE DURATON

EVENT DETAILS:
For  Predicted Duration,  the  predicted duration  must  be between 30  and  50 
seconds. 
Due to safety concerns, a tower-style launch pad will  be allowed for eggloft 
duration  only  if  the  body  tube  of  the  rocket  has  a  uniform  diameter(not 
tapered) or if tapered also uses a piston launcher in the tower.
While KRAMO 36 is being organized as a NAR sanctioned regional meet, if we do 
not have enough participants we will have to re-organize as on open meet. In 
that case, we will drop 1/2A Helicopter from the official results. We will still fly 
1/2A Helicopter and prizes will be awarded. However, those results will not be 
included  in  determining  the  overall  contest  winner  and  they  will  not  be 
submitted to the NAR. 

DATES FOR KRAMO 36 ARE SATURDAY JUNE 11, 10AM-5 PM
                                      SUNDAY JUNE 12, 10AM-4PM

LOCATION: KANSAS STATE FAIR GROUNDS PARKING LOT- HUTCHINSON KS

ENTRACE FEES: SPORT FLYERS $1
                          COMPETATIVE ADULT $7
                          COMPETATIVE YOUTH $5
                          FAMILY PASS $15
                          SPECTATORS FREE




